
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of executive account manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for executive account manager

Develop action plans (weekly, monthly, quarterly) by analyzing sales figures,
reports and other analytics and discuss any issues with Regional Managers to
help the organization achieve its sales goals
Reviews all offer letters from HR for new AE/BDD hires
Completes annual LIMRA compensation study (analyses data and presents
findings to compensation committee on results)
Monitors monthly SFR bonus payments and provides breakdown of payments
by component to Finance and calculates accrual for quarterly payouts
Provides HR with report (annually) of SIP payments to all AEs, BDDs and RVPs
Prepares compensation manuals annually for all AE segments and BDDs
Serves as expert on compensation related issues (around what qualifies for
bonus, how to submit compensation forms, how to handle special situations)
Performs quarterly review of cases eligible for first year growth
Modelling for new compensation plans, changes to the plan or questions
from the field
Directly supervise a team of 8-10 Admissions Counselor

Qualifications for executive account manager

Relationships with key personnel in Government and Military and Aerospace
such as DoD, DARPA, IARPA, NSA and Military and Aerospace companies in

Example of Executive Account Manager Job
Description
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Normally requires six (6) years directly related and progressively responsible
experience
5+ years of directly related industry experience Hepititis C strongly preferred
Documented ability to sell in to physician (gastroenterologist) offices or other
medical setting
Normally requires six (6) years directly related and progressively responsible
(specialty pharmacy sales) experience
5+ years of directly related industry (specialty pharmacy) experience strongly
preferred


